
BEFORE YOU MOVE IT… KNOW THE REQUIREMENTS 

For operators moving military freight be advised: Military installations have 
implemented the screening of visitors including commercial drivers through the 
National Criminal Information Center (NCIC) system.  

HERE ARE THE BELOW FACTORS THAT WOULD CONSTITUTE AN ACCESS DENIAL: 

1. The NCIC III contains criminal arrest information about the individual that causes the Installation 
Commander to determine that individual presents a potential threat to the good order, discipline, or 
health and safety on the installation. 

2. The installation is unable to verify the individual’s claimed identity based on the reasonable belief that 
the individual has submitted fraudulent information concerning his or her identity in the attempt to gain 
access. 

3. The individual has a current arrest warrant in NCIC, regardless of the offense or violation. 

4. The individual is currently barred from entry or access to a federal installation of facility. 

5. The individual has been convicted of crimes encompassing sexual assault, armed robbery, rape, child 
molestation, production or possession of child pornography trafficking in humans, drug possession with 
the intent to sell or drug distribution. 

6. The individual has a US conviction for espionage, sabotage, treason, terrorism or murder. 

7. The individual is a registered sex offender. 

8. The individual has a felony conviction within the past 10 years, regardless of the offense or violation. 

9. The individual has been convicted of a felony firearms or explosives violation. 

10. The individual has engaged in acts or activities designed to overthrow the U.S. Government by force.  

11. The individual is identified in the Terrorist Screening Database (TSDB) as known to be or suspected 
of being a terrorist or belonging to an organization with known links to terrorism or support of terrorist 
activity. 

 

Although some of the smaller reserve centers may not require a NCIC check be ran, it’s safe 
to assume that you’ll either be loading or unloading at a location that DOES require the 
check.  Two forms of ID must be provided.  Drivers License (In accordance with the REAL ID 
Act), TWIC, Passport, CAC Card, RAPID Gate, or original Social Security Card (photocopies 
are not accepted) are approved forms of identification.  WHEN IN DOUBT check with the 
Agent or Bennett Representative for the installation’s specific requirements.   

 


